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Dealer Holiday World RV of League City
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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/14/2024

Description 2024 Keystone RV Outback 328RL, Keystone Outback travel trailer 328RL
highlights: Two Refrigerators Rear Living Area Double Entry Bath Kitchen Island
Skylight Booth Dinette Pull-Out Storage Tray Whether you camp for inside
comforts or outside adventures, this trailer will provide the comfort once you step
inside. The rear living area has a sofa sleeper for guests, three slides throughout
for maximum floor space, and two 10 cu. ft. refrigerators or choose the 8 cu. ft.
option, so you can stock up on food, drinks and such for the longer stays. The
kitchen island offers a skylight for natural lighting, and full amenities including
extra counter space for serving meals. There is a 50" HDTV and fireplace to enjoy,
theater seats, and a booth dinette or choose a table and chairs option in its place.
The full bathroom allows entrance through the hallway or the front bedroom, and
the bedroom offers a king bed, front wardrobe, a washer/dryer prepped space,
and more storage. With any Outback travel trailer and toy hauler by Keystone, the
Norco BAL frame is lightweight and corrosion-resistant and the huck-bolt
assembly provides an extra measure of rugged durability. Also included is the
BAL Norco 5.1 stabilizing system, leaf spring suspension system, color-coded
unified wiring, Tru-fit slide construction, and the Elements climate control allowing
you to extend your camping season and combat humidity. The On Demand hot
water, the fiberglass backed linoleum floor with no carpet, the built-in pet kennel
storage and the SolarFlex 200 for continuous charge provide conveniences and
comfort you will appreciate. Choose your favorite today! 2ND 13.5 BTU AIR
CONDITIONER; AUTOMATIC LEVELING SYSTEM; COMFORT PKG; DISCOUNT;
FREE STANDING DINETTE AND CHAIRS; PREMIUM PKG; RVIA SEAL; SOLAR FLEX
PROTECT; STOCKING ALLOWANCE

0 mi
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: KOT2406
VIN Number: 38298-KOT2406
Condition: New
Length: 37
GVW: 10500
Sleeps: 5
Slideouts: 3

Item address , League City, Texas, United States
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